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Misadventures in Suburbia

Ros Thomas
Ros Thomas’ column in The Weekend West magazine is enjoyed by 850,000 readers each week for its 
provocative commentary on the struggles and unexpected beauty of modern urban life.

This book is for those readers —and for anyone who has grown up, fallen in love, failed, persevered and is still 
looking for the meaning of modern life.

Whether Thomas is writing about her foiled attempt to seduce her husband, the homesick Irishman she found 
on the beach or why dog-people and cat-people can never be friends, she does so with the kind of humour 
and clarity that bring her readers back each week.

This book collects columns on the themes of family life and nostalgia, love and loss, ageing and death, career 
and motherhood, all with a healthy dose of authenticity and self-deprecating humour.

• Thomas has been a journalist for twenty-five years, seventeen of those in television current affairs.

• Her readership is evenly split 50/50 male/female — unusual for a female columnist.

• From her readership of 850,000 Thomas receives between 40-90 letters and emails each week from 
readers responding to her column — very high public engagement.
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